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Yosemite Climbing 
In late August Doug Robinson, Dennis Hennek 

and Galen Rowell climbed the Northwest Face of 
Half Dome in Yosemite without placing a piton. 
They used only the bolts of the original ascent plus 
one fixed piton for a pendulum. All other fixed 
pitons were bypassed with nuts and runners. As 
far as can be ascertained, this climb was the first 
ascent of a Grade VI ever made without placing 
pitons. 

In early September, Bruce Carson and Yvon 
Chouinard made the first hammerless ascent of the 
Nose Route on El Capitan in four days, using 
wedges especially designed by Chouinard to fit into 
small cracks. Only one chock had to be left in place. 

Eternal Peace 
The trees, 

especially the rustling of leaves in the midday 
breeze, 

Have thrown me into their idyllic realm. 
I just sit impervious to time, 

Slipping away — like autumn leaves, 
slowly floating downward into oblivion, 

While nature watches. 

The sculptured bark of a fallen willow 
shows the signs of age. 

It's barren branches 
rhythmically dip into the lake, 

As the autumn breeze blows. 

Here I contemplate. 
Autumn's colors drift past me 

in the rippling water. 

The idiosyncracies of the city 
behind me. 

Hazy recollections of a nightmarish life 
I tossed away, 

When I bade time goodbye. 

Everything quiet, 
except for the breeze rustling the leaves, 

And a faint ticking of a clock 
as autumn leaves me here alone 

To greet my winter snows. 
Bruce Litus 



Himalayan Expeditions 
Eight expeditions are in the field during this 

post-monsoon season of 1973 in the Nepal Hima-
layas according to a report from Michael Cheney 
in Kathmandu. 

Four of the groups are from West Europe and 
four from Japan. Of the Japanese expeditions the 
most important is Everest, certainly the best plan-
ned and organized post monsoon Everest expedi-
tion to date. They will attempt the Southwest Face 
and by August 25 had already established Base 
Camp and on September 9 set up Camp II at 6700 
meters. Previous autumn expeditions established 
Base Camp on the following dates: Swiss, Oct. 7, 
1952; Argentina, Sept. 15, 1971; Bonington, Sept. 
14, 1972. The 49 members left Kathmandu for 
Khumbu in July in three groups. 

The British Dhaulagiri IV Expedition with A. P. 
Johnson as Leader has nine members and will make 
their approach from the south via Kongban Khola 
and attempt the Southwest Ridge, the same route 
as the 1969 Austrian Expedition. However, on 
September 10, when all other expeditions are well 
on the way to their mountains, the British Dhaula-
giri Expedition were still trying to get their gear off 
a ship in Bombay. They will be late in the field. 

The Japanese expedition to Kangbachen will be 
only the third attempt on this mountain, the other 
two being in 1930 and 1965. Their route will be via 
the Ramtang Glacier to "White Wave" Ridge. 

The first Spanish Expedition to the Nepal Hima-
layas are attempting the East Face of Manaslu, the 
same route as the Japanese first ascent in 1956 and 
the disastrous Korean attempt of 1971 and 1972. 

Other post monsoon expeditions are Dhaulagiri 
III, West Germany; Annapurna I, Italian; Kan-
jiroba, Japan, and Putha Hiunchuli, Japan. 

Avalanche School 

The Third National Avalanche School, sponsored 
by the U.S. Forest Service, will be held at the 
Seattle Centre in Seattle, Washington, November 
12 to 16, 1973. Some of the finest avalanche experts 
in the country will instruct the course. There is no 
fee charged for the course. Applications may be 
secured by writing Richard H. Spray, USDA, Forest 
Service, 444 East Bonita Avenue, San Dimas, Calif. 

691 Climb McKinley! 

As of September 1, 26 expeditions (187 climbers) 
made an attempt on Mt. McKinley, 20,320', during 
1973 and 18 groups have been successful in placing 
117 climbers on the south summit. To date, the 
south summit of McKinley has been climbed by 
691 persons. Activity on McKinley increases every 
year: In 1970, there were 124 climbers and 75 made 
it to the summit; In 1971, 123 climbers and 48 to 
summit; In 1972, 188 climbers and 86 to summit. 

In 1972 there were eight emergencies, three 
injuries and two altitude sicknesses requiring 
evacuation and three fatalities during descent of 
south face. In 1973 there were five emergencies, 
four injuries and one altitude sickness requiring 
evacuation. 

Closed To Auto Traffic 

The four miles of dirt road above Staircase in 
Olympic National Park have been closed to auto 
traffic by the Park Service, presumably to discour-
age use and relieve population pressure on the back 
country. Besides adding four miles to one of the 
popular trans-Olympic trails, the action also doubles 
the pack-in distance to Flapjack Lakes, the stand-
ard base camp for climbs in the Olympic's Saw-
tooths. 

Easiest access to the Sawtooth Ridge now is via 
a long scree slope extending from just above the 
Northwest side of the largest Mildred Lake (far-
thest upvalley ) to the base of Mt. Cruiser, highest 
peak in the range. A cliff band halfway up is passed 
on the left. —Bert E. Brown 

Sierra Club Transfers Campground 

To Park Service 

The Sierra Club campground situated on 160 
acres at Soda Springs in Tuolmne Meadows has 
been turned over to Yosemite National Park. The 
popular climber's campground will be operated by 
the National Park Service as a walk-in campground 
for hikers, charging fifty cents per person per night. 
The stone Parsons Lodge, built in 1915, will be 
used for interpretive activities. The library has 
been donated to the Park. 



FitzRoy massif reflected in tarn. 
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dd a 94Roy " 
By Sandy Bryson 

PHOTOS BY THE AUTHOR 

"If the Tetons are diamonds, then Fitzroy is the 
magic rough," I whispered transfixed as I lay 
crushed by freezing winds against orange-ridged 
sand staring across Lago Viedma. All the pictures 
in all the Andean mountaineering books I had seen 
were no preparation for the six-thousand-foot gran-
ite monolith or the staggering ice peaks which rose 
in overwhelming majesty beyond the choppy sea 
of the lake. 

Behind me, across rolling barren pampa, bright 
morning sunshine poured over the horizon showing 
whitecaps in the deep blue water. Sunshine! How 
many climbers have spent week after week in ice 
caves near that massif waiting for the weather to 
break. Already on that 21st of March we had en-
joyed over a week of dry Indian summer. In the 
clear southern air the Andes ahead looked close 
enough to sprint to. But instead of trying a sixty-
mile dash I ran back to the ancient hotel where the 
men were still sleeping and shouted for everyone to 
come and see and bring the cameras. 

We were four on the South American journey: 
Cesar Morales Arnao, seasoned Andean moun-
taineer from Peru; Leo Le Bon, climber from 
Mountain Travel (USA) ; Miguel Alfonso, Argen-
tine climber; me, mountain wanderer. After an 
expedition that climbed Aconcagua, we had re-
assembled in Bariloche, Argentina, and rented a 
rickety old Ford 100 pickup for the long trip south  

to Punta Arenas, end of a continent. Many days 
and more breakdowns later found us turning off the 
main Pan American highway (2000 miles of dirt 
road) at 11 o'clock one black night into a chuck-
holed lane almost hidden in scrub brush that led 
mysteriously to a row of darkened hovels. Calling 
themselves Hotel Punta del Lago, the row of stucco 
buildings dated from 1910, and we knocked with-
out much hope of an answer. 

The proprietress, a heavy set woman in her six-
ties, was gracious enough to answer our pounding. 
She invited us into the larger building which ap-
parently served as both store and restaurant. We 
warmed ourselves by an old Queen of Scots stove 
that she stoked until it fairly glowed. 

Long after midnight we sat eating mutton stew 
the German woman and her son prepared as they 
chattered multi-lingually about forty-three years 
of living on the shores of Lago Viedma. In my 
sleepy state I tried to imagine what coming to wild, 
barren Patagonia in a ship from Europe must have 
been like a half century ago. Even now the land lies 
free and open with miles and miles running be-
tween estancias or ranches. 

"Land of the big feet," Patagonia was so named 
by the early explorers who, seeing large imprints 
left in the earth from wrapped feet of the shy 
Indians, assumed they were of outstanding propor-
tions. A geographical rather than political delinea-
tion, Patagonia encompasses land in Chile and 
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Cerro Torre, left and FitzRoy loom on the skyline from the road. 

Another spectacular view of FitzRoy. 



Glacier seracs on FitzRoy. 
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Argentina south of the Rio Negro in latitude 
(40°S) . After the Indians, it was peopled first by 
Spanish and Portuguese, then by Germans and 
immigrants from the north Atlantic nations. When 
he traveled and explored there in the late fifties, 
Eric Shipton described vividly the wide planar ex-
panse of the rolling pampa, so much like our "big 
sky" country, and the extraordinary wild prolifera-
tion of glaciers and rugged peaks in the southern 
Andes. 

Despite the biting wind of brilliant morning we 
spent a long time absorbing our first sight of Fitz-
roy then restored warmth to our bodies with a 
quick breakfast South American style: pan, man-
tequilla, y cafe con leche (bread, butter, and coffee 
with milk) . The next task, getting gas for the 
truck so we could drive the sixty-odd winding 
miles into Parque Nacional Glaciares, presented a 
familiar problem. Although we carried a spare jerry 
can, the space between refills often challenged both 
nerves and luck. On earlier advice that nafta might 
be available a few miles south at La Leona, we 
drove to the Rio Leona. The tranquil yet power-
fully running river joins the Rio Santa Cruz at 
Lago Argentino where Darwin's boat from explora-
tions of the Beagle had found its way upstream. 
The great pyramid we so admired was named after 
the ship's Captain Fitzroy. We crossed the smooth 
flowing water on a barca, a flat three-car ferry clip 
chained to a transverse cable. The river flow pow-
ered the boat, and government workers who hitch-
ed cables and supervised the loads told us we were 
fortunate to cross so late in the summer season. 
Travelers a week earlier had encountered impas-
sable flooding as a result of glacial ice calving into 
Lago Viedma above. 

Predictably, there was no gasoline in the small 
river town. Noon found us again eating stew and 
rolls at the hotel wondering how we could be so 
close to our goal yet so far. Finally, Miguel told the 
old senora about our plight, and she advised driving 
on around the lake toward Fitzroy stopping at 
every estancia along the way where we could "for 
a price" obtain a gallon here, a few liters there from 
the ranchers. Miguel thanked her then as we left 
asked her about the life there — didn't she get  

lonely all these years in such desolate country? A 
brightness crept into the woman's eyes as she 
answered incongruously that there were no dangers 
and that she had no need of feminine diversions or 
filigree because her face was plain as a stone, and 
"stones need no makeup." 

Driving west around Viedma to the national park 
we could see Glaciar Viedma in tumbling descent 
from the Hielo Continental (continental ice shelf) 
to the edge of deep blue water, presenting its icy 
snout over one hundred feet high. Calving was 
frequent. We could see large bergs floating around 
the west end of the lake. Lurching and jolting 
along the single lane, our truck startled hundreds 
of grey avestruz, South American ostriches, send-
ing them scooting and flapping awkwardly away. 

At every estancia along the dirt road Cesar and 
Miguel negotiated for nafta with varying degrees 
of luck. The kitchen of Ea. San Augustine offered 
no gas for sale but did yield delicious fritos — 
crusty bread fried in sheep fat. We admired the 
Nordic architecture of Ea. Viedma I with its ten-
foot high doorways and carved wood paneling. 
They sold us 20 liters of gas at three times the 
normal price, but it was welcome. Near Ea. Viedma 
San Lorenzo we saw marshes and ponds with ducks 
and two huge pink flamingos. 

Late in the evening we reached the park and 
were greeted in the modest headquarters by the 
guardaparc Edgardo Contreras, who turned out to 
be a good friend of Miguel from the northern 
Argentine city of Mendoza. The two mountaineers 
had a happy reunion, sipping mate and inviting us 
to share supper in the little kitchen. 

Not until dark could we tear our eyes away from 
the flowering massif of the Fitzroy peaks and of the 
Cerro Torre poking black and distinct from low 
clouds of the late sky. 

By lantern light we sat reading Edgardo's copy 
of Conquest of Fitzroy, having traced through field 
glasses Lionel Terray's route on Fitzroy as Azema 
described it. In 1956 Terray wrote of his climb with 
Guido Magnone that it was overall the hardest 
ascent he had ever made considering the combined 
effects of technical difficulties, snow, cold, and 
winds that often exceed 100 miles an hour. Sleep- 
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ing next to the park cabin that night I could still 
see the faint outline of the massif against the bril-
liant stars. 

When I first opened my eyes at 5:00 a.m. the 
next morning I shut them tight in disbelief then 
crawled quickly out of my warm down bag and 
stood barefoot in the dewy grass looking westward. 
The Fitzroy peaks and Cerro Torre were blazing 
pink in a blue-black sky. Unbelievably, we had 
another clear day; the foul antarctic storms of 
autumn had not cycled north to us yet. 

Knowing from the legendary caprices of Pata-
gonian weather that our good luck could not hold 
forever we crossed Rio Fitzroy as the sun rose on a 
bridge thrown across the moraine built of rough  

planks and supported by ancient wagon wheels. The 
temperature was below 20°F, but the air was fresh 
and clear. Our way to the Terray base camp took 
us through the valley of Rio de las Vueltas which 
drains the upper glaciers of the Cordigliera. For a 
few hours we walked north paralleling the narrow 
valley bed with steep flanked Meseta de Quelmado 
on our right and the Fitzroy group hidden behind 
hills we would eventually cross to the west. Our 
first encounter in the low grass was with a couple 
of fuzzy guanaco. Already at some distance, the 
wooly ruminants had spotted us and bounded away 
down to the open pampa wagging their brown tails. 
The second was with outlying buildings of Estancia 
Fitzroy, where we were greeted by a score of bark- 

Wagon wheel bridge across Rio FitzRoy. 
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ing black and white herd dogs and a tousled gaucho 
who sauntered out of the low cabin hitching a cloth 
belt over dark baggy trousers. 

Aware of being the only visitors in the region at 
the time and that this gaucho had no sheep to 
mind, we talked with him at length about the 
ranch and what he knew of the Madsen family, who 
settled here in Patagonia a hundred years ago. He 
confirmed that the farm was once a huge sheep 
ranch with well-tended orchards and fields. Despite 
the short season crops grow well in the fertile soil. 
Chilean and Argentine cowboys opened up the land 
in much the same way as we Nord Americanos 
developed our West. Europeans lived largely at 
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peace among the indigenous Tehuelche Indians, 
eventually displacing most of them. Today traces 
of the original tribes are hard to find. 

The story of Senor Andre Madsen and his sons, 
indeed the whole account of wilderness Patagonia, 
has been most extensively told in Ande Patagon-

iche by Father Alberto de Agostini, the Italian who 
spent thirty years at the beginning of the century 
exploring mountains and plains between Lago 
Buenos Aires and the fjords of Ultima Esperanza. 
He wrote: 

"The Cerro Fitzroy fattoria (farm) is situated in 
one of the most picturesque points of the Rio de las 
Vueltas valley. To build his houses, Andre Madsen 
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has chosen with exquisite taste a pleasant knoll 
from which one can observe the entire valley and 
the course of the river which extends in wide spirals 
much like an immense silver colored ribbon, hidden 
in the north among chains of mountains white with 
snow. All around are green forests of nothofagus 
(beech trees) , and in scattered open clearings 
pretty fields formed by extremely fertile alluvial 
terrain grow rye, oats, barley, and vegetables that 
reach full maturity. 

"The mountain Fitzroy, however, constitutes 
the greatest point of attraction, elevating its superb 
granite tower behind a number of rocky cordons 
which flank the valley to the west. It is the lord of 
this entire vast mountainous region, another Cer-
vino, somewhat more modest in terms of elevation, 
but no less terrible in terms of its vertical walls and 
majestic cusp." 

Agostini recounts Madsen's tale of the bandit 
Ascencio Brunel, who terrorized Patagonia for 
years around 1900 with horse stealing and murder. 
But the code of the South American west was 
simple and direct — any man could, if he were 
hungry, slaughter a sheep of another man's flock as 
long as he carefully hung the fleecy hide from a pole 
signifying that he had eaten the flesh but not stolen 
the animal. 

The gaucho pointed out our way for us up over 
steep pastures into a forest, and we left him below 
us saddling his sturdy black pony. Entering the 
forest of Magellan beech and ash trees we were en-
shrouded in gloom broken only by thin shafts of 
morning sunlight. The gnarled trunks had a Tol-
kienesque quality felt by Agostini on his expedi-
tion into Fitzroy, which closely coincided with our 
route: 

"The aspect of these forests is profoundly sad 
and severe. Walking long hours in this dense bar-
rier of rugged beeches that lift their crowns to the 
sky for 50 to 70 feet allowing just a little light to 
pass through while the floor is covered by barri-
cades of trunks, twisted and convoluted like the 
remains of a battlefield, one feels a sentiment of 
solitude and depression that makes one want to 
leave in a hurry to see light again and feel the joy 
of life." 
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Periodically we left the trees and skirted gigan-
tic boulders beneath cliffs of volcanic rock. We trod 
alpine meadows blazing with masses of flowers. 
Overhead condors rotated lazily, resting on their 
dozen foot wingspans and casually looking for 
breakfast. 

Cesar plodded steadily through a rocky level 
space ravaged by ancient fire so that the remaining 
scattered wood lay bone white without bark. As he 
followed a path curving to the left above me I saw 
him stop and stare then slowly remove his pack. 
When I came up to him I saw the huge granite 
tower of Fitzroy reflected in a tiny ice-skimmed 
tarn. The sun illuminated its ash pink rock and its 
shoulders rested in an embroidery of snow. Our 
path upward from that perfect mirror led directly 
west into the massif past tiered waterfalls of Rio 
Blanco where we rested for a brief lunch. Cesar 
decided to stay there and contemplate the view 
while Miguel, Leo and I went on. 

From a small grove of trees we heard a jumbled 
cacaphony of bird calls. The feathery harangue 
grew so loud as we approached that Miguel started 
to laugh, alternately covering his ears and pointing, 
"Loros. Sound just like a woman!" Hundreds of big 
green and gold parrots chattered away above our 
heads. Our presence did not seem to concern them 
much since they remained perched — probably too 
busy talking, we decided. 

We waded through a swampy plain then scram-
bled up over boulders of the glacial moraine. As we 
gained height vegetation grew scrubby and sparse 
until there was none at all. The higher we climbed 
the more excited we became, and we went faster 
and faster. 

Finally, breathless, we stood atop the ridge of 
the Terray campamento. Below our feet lay Lago 
Los Tres (3,804') , cradled in a vast cirque. Three 
miles beyond, but so near in the clear air that each 
of us reached out to touch it, rose the tower worthy 
of a Jupiterian god, Mt. Fitzroy (11,286') . Imme-
diately to the left, separated by the Brecha or col of 
the Italians stood Aiguille Poincenot (9,958') and 
close beyond to the south, Aiguille St. Exupery 
(8,462') . The other granite peaks circled around to 
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the north like petals of an immense flower: Mermoz 
(9,033') and Guillaumet (8,505') . Farther to our 
right rose the gentle snow mound of Cerro Electrico 
(7,446') . Behind us lay a clear view of open pampa 
extending two hundred miles to the Atlantic. 

Before us tumbled Rio Blanco Glacier and the 
upper reaches of the Piedras Blancas Glacier, both 
of which feed the Rio Blanco. Their fronts present 
tremendous seracs up to bergschrunds that foot the 
deep white neve above. The route to Fitzroy be-
yond the Terray and Californian camps traverses 
Glaciar Rio Blanco and attains a central ridge 
dividing the two glaciers and running east to west 
inside the main massif. 

A thick white snow layer had fallen before our 
arrival. We looked up to the Brecha de los Italianos, 
the narrow col between Aiguille Poincenot and 
Fitzroy, and imagined the logistical problems in-
volved in scaling the high ice walls and the vulner-
ability of the final camp in ice caves dug into the 
saddle itself. The infamous Patagonian wind that 
cycles northward from the polar icecap meets vir-
tually no obstacles in its eastward rush across the 
Hielo Continental — none of consequence until it 
collides with the great ridge winding south from 
the Marconi Glacier from which extrudes Cerro 
Torre. This sudden uplift produces violent precipi-
tation that encases all sides of the granite tower in 
verglas and caps its head with a corniced white hat 
hundreds of feet thick. By the time the wind 
crosses Glaciar Grande and reaches Fitzroy tower 
its intensity has not been significantly reduced, 
and the Brecha de los Italianos acts as a funnel 
that guides and increases its velocity. Winds ex-
ceeding 150 mph regularly rage there and are the 
perpetual scourge of climbers on the south and 
southwest faces of Fitzroy. 

But our day was fine with gentle wind. Shiny 
white snow bounced the sun's rays around the 
whole vast cirque in thousands of bright, dancing 
spears. Through our glasses we could see discolora-
tions and cracks in the rosy granite. Blank, near 
vertical slabs and narrow, outsloping shelves char-
acterize the difficult lower 2,500 feet of the Terray/ 
Magnone route, which begins in a crack slightly 
east of the south face. Difficulties ease only in the 
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last few hundred feet below the summit. Other 
routes begin farther west around the south face 
with the peripheral Californian route extending up 
the southwest ridge. 

Two miles west of Fitzroy, south of the Marconi 
Glacier, runs another band of the Cordigliera, in-
visible from our vantage point but clearly defined 
in our minds. From those mountains rises the 
proud, ice-capped llama head of Cerro Torre 
(10,260') . That impossible tower many had said 
would never be climbed. One man, Cesari Maestri, 
has climbed it once, twice, perhaps that is not im-
portant. What is important is the power exerted by 
six thousand feet of vertical granite slabs on the 
minds of climbers from all over the world. El Torre 
challenges the aesthetic senses of each climber — 
the look and feel of the rock, the routes, the ex-
treme exposure high above the Hielo Continental, 
frozen winding reaches of the ice shelf. Unclimbed 
peaks of the Andean spine poke up through snowy 
expanses, and from the Cordigliera ridge in good 
weather the blue stabs of Chilean fjords are visible 
pointing out across the Pacific. 

There are times in life when the mountaineer 
feels primitif , absolutely stripped to a simple ideal. 
Fitzroy gave us that simple gift. As we descended 
into the valley we kept looking back over our 
shoulders until the sun set and it was almost dark. 

The next morning as our truck bounced through 
dry washes we came up a little rise to surprise an 
eagle perched astride a dead rabbit in the center of 
the road. As we drew nearer he slowly outspread 
his great wings and, lowering his head, fastened 
onto the bloody prey. Seconds later we had tres-
passed the boundary of his territory, and with a 
mighty heave he rose upward lifting with him the 
whole rabbit in talons and beak. But the load 
proved too much even for him. After a dozen yards 
he dropped his prize and flapped away, leaving us 
standing by the truck with our cameras. 

We turned to go, and there before us, glittering 
in the sunshine, was the whole Andean panorama 
crowned by Fitzroy and Cerro Torre. We stood in 
the silent pampa and watched. Then, as one accord, 
we climbed back into the truck and drove on with-
out speaking. 
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RE! personnel and volunteer workers unload from a Workers dig out cans, bottles and debris from a huge 
charter bus prior to hiking to the clean-up areas. garbage dump at Melakwa Lake. 

This mountain of litter was carried out by the work 
party. Left to right are U.S. Forest Service official 
Ken White, Jim Whittaker, and Seattle's Mayor, Wes 
Uhlman. 

Mountain lovers of all types milled around at a 
major trailhead near Washington's Snoqualmie 
Pass on a recent summer morning. Youngsters, 
students, retired folks, white collar workers, even 
the mayor of Seattle. The occasion was an outing 
organized by Recreational Equipment Inc. with 
the cooperation of the U.S. Forest Service, to clean 
up some of the more popular lakes and campsites in 
the Alpine Lakes area. REI furnished buses to 
transport over 150 workers armed with shovels, 
litter bags, empty packs and some skin diving 
equipment. After being organized by REI and 
USFS personnel, groups headed out to various 
destinations including Melakwa, Pratt, Olallie, 
Annette and Mason Lakes. For hours this com-
posite of climbers, hikers, skiers and fishermen col-
lected trash around and in the lakes, removed ugly 
fire rings and crude shelters, dug out open garbage 
pits and whatever else they could to help restore 

a the areas to a more natural status. The amount of 
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Jim Whittaker, RE! general manager, spent an hour 
skin diving for trash in Melakwa Lake. Danny Evans, 
son of Washington's Governor Dan Evans, trans-
ferred the trash into litter bags. 

By Keith Gunnar 

debris recovered was staggering — far more than 
the volunteers could pack out. The Forest Service 
later sent in mules to haul out the remainder. Near 
day's end the groups returned to the road with 
monstrous loads of bottles, cans, aluminum foil, 
plastic sheets, abandoned articles of clothing, 
butane cartridges — you name it, it was there. 

The idea of such work parties is not new. Moun-
tain clubs, youth groups, colleges and other or-
ganizations have been doing so for years, but it is 
encouraging to see corporations, in this case REI, 
taking the initiative to sponsor a "pack it out" 
program of this scope. This outing was considered 
successful enough that REI will sponsor a similar 
one in October of this year and more in 1974. Con-
siderable local press coverage was given, so the 
environmental message received a good boost. And 
hopefully, as a result of the publicity, some of the 
offenders who helped create the mess in the first 
place will pack out their own trash next time. 
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After several hours of collecting garbage from Me-
lakwa Lake, workers head out with as much as they 
can carry. 

Ken White, recreational assistant for the North Bend 
District of the Snoqualmie• National Forest, tacks a 
"Pack It Out" sign on a tree at Melakwa Lake. 



At the base of the Painted Wall 
cowardice was the enemy. 

Hot and sweaty 
From the approach 
Down S.O.B. gully 
Up and around river boulders 
We dropped our heavy packs 
On the sandbar 
And rushed in evening coolness 
To touch it 
The Painted Wall 
Loomed gigantic 
It was good to touch 
We feared it less 
Once we had our hands on it 

A brisk April morning 
After sleeping on the sandbar 
Along the Gunnison River 
Beneath the Painted Wall 
A vertical half mile 
Of virgin granite 

Time to move up 
With heavy loads 
Rope and carabiners 
Jerky and water 
Up the sliding, tumbling scree 
To the beginning  

"The price of cowardice will 
only be evil, we shall reap 
courage and victory only when 
we dare to make sacrifices." 

Alexander Solzhenitsyn 

And where to start 
Here? 
Was this the beginning? 
In a heap of equipment 
With silent fears 
We began the game 
According to our rules 
Equipment — For eight days 
Plan — Follow our own line 
With an absolute minimum of bolts 
Fears — Loose blocks — Blankness — 
Summit overhangs — The commitment — 
The unknown 

From Kris' telephotos 
We'd selected a line 
Cracks and water streaks 
From the "V" notch 
In the summit overhangs 
Through the pegmatite bands 
To the bottom dihedrals 
A direct line 
Up the center of 
Colorado's biggest wall 
It fit together 
Except for the blankness 
Especially the blankness 
Above the triangle roof 
700 feet above the ground 

We started towards the triangle roof 
A reconnaissance probe 
If we could climb above that roof 
We'd haul up the bivouac gear  

Beginning the fourth lead 
dislodged a small block 

It bounced painfully off my thigh 
And grazed Kris' ear 
I finished the lead 
We retreated to the oasis 

Next day 
We reached the triangle roof 
And gained the peg band above it 
Via a thin crack on the right 

Two pitches led up and left 
Along the peg band 
To a very exposed corner 
Immediately above 
The wall was somewhat broken 
And then 
Endless granite 
Blocks, fissures, and smoothness 
Led to the summit overhangs 

We'd found climbing 
Above the triangle roof 
We were gaining confidence 
In our chosen line 

In high winds 
We descended at dusk 
To prepare 
For a committed thrust 

Snow and cold winds that night 
A terrifying bombardment 
Boulders, frost pryed from above 
Screeched through the night air 
And crashed nearby 
Fear of dying 
Pulverized in sleeping bags 
And S.O.B. poison ivy rash 
Itching and spreading 
Uneasy, we waited for morning 

First ascent of the Painted Wall in the Black Canyon of the 
Gunnison River, Colorado, by Kris Walker and Bill Forrest. 
26 pitches: 5.9, A-4, Grade VI. Four bivouacs. Climb com-
pleted May 3, 1972. Opening quotation from Alexander Solz-
henitsyn's acceptance lecture for the 1970 Nobel prize for 
literature. 
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BY BILL FORREST 

Dawn 
I 

We fled the snow-covered canyon 
And returned two days later 
With calamine lotion 
And determination 

In five continuous days 
We climbed the Painted Wall 

Three leads above 
The triangle roof 
A reasonable ledge 
Where we spent 
Our first two bivouacs 

The hauling 
Four grade V bags 
Heavy work 
Water for unnumbered days 

To get up 
Each man had to lead his pitches 
That was all 

The pitches continued to go 
Each an exciting discovery 
Kris led the thirteenth 
I (tightly tied to a web 

of wedges and blade tips) 
An anchor 
Watched 
Kris climbed free 
Up on loose flakes 
Then three cliff hanger moves 
Again free 
With no protection 
But me 
And the anchor 

He wrestled 
With a large loose block 
And his balance 
Tried to give the block direction 
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The Painted Wall in the Black Canyon of the Gunnison River, Colorado. 
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Shouted "watch out" 
Anchors tight 
I couldn't dodge 
Helpless 
"Either it gets me or" 

The crash 
Hot gunsmoke fumes 
Charge the air 
It missed 
Just inches 

Kris finished 
Up and right 
Over a bulging overhang 
"Out of rope" 
"Off belay" 

I forced myself to lead 
Up an easy crack 
I was frightened 
And holding on too tight 
The block had come too close 
And there had been others 
There were bound to be more 

Evening 
A tiny stance 
I sat with legs dangling over 
Kris sat on the bags 
Tied in the back 
Of a shallow chimney 

The weather was stable 
The wall continued to allow passage 
We were high up 
On this great face 
And climbing well 
A good team 

The brotherhood 
Had become strong 
Each of us 
Had soloed the Diamond 
Through that independent experience 
We knew each other well 
Mutual trust 
Born of automony 
Together 
We felt strong as three 

We began the third bivouac 
And visually explored 
The mammoth south canyon wall 
Only a long stone's throw 
To those beautiful routes 
With connecting cracks 
And comfortable ledges 
And trees 
Over there 

At last we were looking down 
At the large pine on the South Wall 
Two thirds up, we speculate 
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Bill Forrest at the Third Bivouac. 
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Dawn breezes chilly 
Black ravens 
Circled overhead 
Another day 
That we would climb 
To live 

Kris led pitch 17 
Twenty feet up to nothing 
Set a pendulum anchor 
Swung right 
Caught something 
Climbed free 
Up and right 
Still no protection 
He's out of sight 
Muttering about an overhang 
Rope still paying out 
Out of rope 
"Off Belay" 
A fantastic lead 

Ahead 
The climbing looked easier 
An 85-degree rock gully 
Led towards the "V" notch 
I grabbed some gear 
And scrambled into 
Death Valley 
Deceptive 
Holds down sloping 
No cracks 
Two hours later 
70 feet gained 

Kris got into the same game 
Looked easy 
Hard to climb 
Loose rock funneled down 
Bela yer hiding under hard hat 
Five leads 
Up the nasty gully 
A rock shower 
Smashed a water bottle 
Damaged a jumar 
Rotten face climbing 
Up and right 
Around the corner 
70 feet below 
A bivouac ledge! 
We'll rappel to it 
When I find an anchor 

continued up the corner 
Fair holds 
No cracks 
Holds ran out 
Friction climbing 
No falls allowed 
Still no anchor 
The solution 
Five tied-off blade tips 
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Kris leads Pendulum on the 17th pitch. 
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Bill starts the crux lead on pitch 24. 
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Kris came up 
And in evening dimness 
We rappelled to the tiny perch 
Another sit-up bivouac 

Tomorrow we should get off 
Only the overhangs to go 
We have enough rations 
Unless 
Blankness, or injury, or weather 
Worried 
But knowing we're close 
And no bolts used yet 

For night birds 
And stars 
It's peaceful 
Uneasy, though, for us 
The outcome 
Still in the balance 
Huge dark overhangs 
Crowding out stars and summit 

Morning 
Packing the bivy gear 
I dropped a mitten 
Wall dropsey 
Getting careless 
The top was so close 
We wanted off 
The mitten tumbled and fluttered 
Away 
To the silver thread 
Distance tamed 
Gunnison River — far below 

Up went Kris 
Gently up and right 
150 feet up on crumbly pegmatite 
To a hanging belay 
Directly below 
Incredible roofs 

Seemingly, the passage ended 
We hung there 
And talked 
The sun full on us 
Disclosed brilliant reds and pinks 
In the hulking structures 
Such Gargantuan roofs 
Incomparable 
A traverse to the left 
To the rotten dihedral 
Then up and right and over 
Or something? 

I reached the dihedral 
Nubbins, pockets, flakes 
And wiggled up 
In 60 feet I peeled 
Literally tons of scale 
Looking for solids 
The dihedral was madness 

tried a pendulum 
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Too low 
The danger zone 
No good protection between us 
Higher in the dihedral 
Suspended from an angle tip 
Looking for anything 
Protection so tentative 
Stymied completely 
After so many days 
Of struggling to avoid bolts 
I called for the hated drill 
And broke two bits 
Making a shallow bat hook hole 

Above the hook 
A decent angle piton 
Again, I tried to pendulum 
Right to a flake 
It came off in my hands 
Several dangling tries later 
I got in half a knife blade 
Then two more above 
And climbed free to a crack 
An anchor 

My entire being 
Zeroed in on leading that five-hour pitch 

Humble 
Exhausted 

Quivering 
Happy 

Scared 
Aghast at the enormity of our position 
Yet satisfied 
At the start of a crack 
That led through the "V" notch overhangs 

Soon we were together 
And soon Kris 
Arching back 
Struggling higher 
Into the overhangs 
Climbing with demonic energy 
Headed for the top 

Not enough rope 
Another hanging belay 
In the overhanging pegmatite crack . . 
Rotten place 
The top — only 70 feet away 
Us, dangling in space 
From tied-off bongs 

The crack became a chimney 
Safety? 
No — loose and crumbly 
Slowly, carefully 
Ping and klunk on Kris' hard hat 

Finally 
A branch, a tree 
The ultimate release 
The summit 
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Kris cleans the 24th pitch. 
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Cathedral Mountain from the Sable Pass area. SUMMIT PHOTO 

Mount McKinley National Park dominates an 
immense wild area of Alaska. Within the 3,030 
square miles of the National Park are towering 
mountains, alpine glaciers, and gentle rolling low-
lands crossed by milky rivers. In the valleys and 
along the foothills, wildlife is abundant. Grizzly 
bear, caribou, Da11 sheep, wolves and moose roam 

20  

its tundra. The park is also a place for man, a place 
for him to understand and enjoy. 

The park is located at about the mid-point and 
culmination of the 600-mile arcuate Alaska Range. 
The Mount McKinley massif dominates the scene. 
Its apex (20,320'), rises nearly 3000' above its 
nearest rival, Mount Foraker, 17,400'. Twenty odd 
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Castle Peak from Mt. Eiel son. SUMMIT PHOTO 

niv6 
snow-laden peaks rise above 10,000' around their 
bases and in the immediate area. The park em-
braces the north slopes of Mount McKinley, its 
surrounding peaks, headwaters and northward 
flowing streams. 

There are many unclimbed, unattempted sum-
mits in the park. Most peaks over 10,000 feet re- 
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By Steve W. Hackett 
Seasonal Park Ranger 

quire expedition-type planning and are at least 
one- or two-week endeavors. Yet there are clusters 
of summits from 7,000' to 10,000' that remained 
unclimbed, unattempted, waiting to be trekked 
upon. 

Hiking and backpacking is not limited to the 
main Alaska Range. Many miles and days of hiking 

to page 32, please 21 



members of freelance 
alpine research team 

approaching summit of... 
..Huascaran 22,205 ft. 

july 15,1973 

Sports 

11930 w.olyrnpic blvd., west Is angeles 

phone 477-5250 

North of Fresno On the way to Yosemite 

A STORE FOR CLIMBERS 

RoBBIrL_GmouFnin_ ,sfi_ople  

ROBBINS' MOUNTAIN SHOP 

FRESNO 

7183 NORTH ABBY ROAD.PINE0ALE PHONE 439-0745 

Here is Frostline's most popular lightweight jacket 
kit. Insulated by a quilted Nylon Taffeta construction 
and filled with prime northern goose down, the best 
natural insulator available anywhere. The Aspen is 
designed with elastic cuffs to help keep out the cold. 
A down-baffled zipper extends up into the high, 
plump collar. And warm, down-filled side pockets seal 
with firm Velcro flaps. The price: $18.50. 

Like all our kits, the Aspen jacket is available for up 
to 50% less than it costs for comparable models in 
your local retail store. That's because you make the 
Aspen at home on your own sewing machine. Our kit 
comes with everything you need to put an Aspen 
together, even the thread. 

For a free color catalog of all our Frostline kits, 
just send us the coupon below. Frostline. 
The kits made in America... by everyone. 

170 

Dept  S 
Colorado  792X Boulder, 02 

name 5 79 

address 

state zip 
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to Fabian° 
vero cuoio 

( an genuine leather ) 

intermechates 
Style #772 Cervino Vero Cuoio — Intermed-
iate Hiking and Climbing Boot. One piece 
reversed velva cromed tanning cowhide. 
Heavy nylon double stitched full storm-
welt construction. Full leather lining. 
Velco-conture enclosed tongue. 
Double action scree guards and 
hinge. Heavy steel shanks. Re-
cessed self-locking speed 
hooks. Montagna-Block 
soles. 

Style #773 Super Cragman Leader. Top 
quality Expedition and Mountaineering 
Boot. Top grain reversed waxed one-
piece hide uppers. Full steel shank. 

YOU CAN BELIEVE IN FABIANO ...  Our boots are hilly constructedas advertised. 

send for free hiking and mountaineering boot brochure: 

Fabian° Shoe Co., 
DEPT. A-2 —850 SUMMER ST. 
SOUTH BOSTON, MASS. 02127 
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MOUNTAINEERING, BACKPACKING, 
CROSSCOUNTRY SKIING 

HIGHLAND Outfitters 
Riverside, California 92502 

EXPEDITION: Two sep 
arate fit-together down 
bags for maximum 
use ...the outer fully 
baffled...the inner of 
quilt-thru construction. 
Send 50o for our catalog. 
SIERRA DESIGNS 

Department SU-16 
4th & Addison Streets 

Berkeley, Ca. 94710 

using Kenyon's 
KenDown® process 

R. L. HARRISON & CO. LTD. 
BINNS PLACE, MANCHESTER, M45BP 

England 

We are proud to announce that our 

VENTILE (Poplin lined) 

Alpine Anorak 
has been given the Climber & 

Rambler Magazine (U.K.) 

"GEAR OF THE YEAR AWARD" 
for good design and functional reliability. 

VENTILE clothing of our manufacture 

can be obtained from 

RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT, INC. 
1525 I 1 th AVENUE, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98122 

SOUTH POLE TESTED 
"FAIRY DOWN BAGS" 

You may never have to sleep at the South 
Pole. If you demand the best, desiring 
to be prepared for any eventuality, 

Fairy down bags are among the best 
money can buy. Models of these 

New Zealand bags were tested at 
the South Pole under sub-zero 
conditions with exceptionally 

fine results. For years these 
quality sleeping bags have 
been the choice of expe-
ditioners such as the re-
nowned S i r Edmund 
Hillary. Now a limited 

quantity is available to 
the North American 
public a t remark-
able prices. Orders 
will b e shipped 

from California 
on a first come 

basis  

WORLD LEISURE PRODUCTS 
Box 77343 Dept. 3S / San Francisco, CA. 94107 

For immediate shipment enclose Money Order $  
Personal Checks require 10 days for clearance. 
California residents add 6% sales tax. 

0 Everest Bag $78.50 Ppd. 0Everest Mummy Bag $78.75 Ppd. 
0 For a color catalog of Fairy Down sleeping bags, jackets, 

polar equipment etc. enclose $1. FREE with purchase. 
Refundable with future purchase. 

Name  

Address  

City/State/Zip  
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Denali. 
The mountain. 

Mt. McKinley rises-20,320 feet in one of 
the world's greatest isolated uplifts. 
Located in South Central Alaska (latitude 
63 degrees 4' North), it is only a few 
degrees south of the Arctic Circle. It is 
35 degrees of latitude or 2400 miles north 
of Mt. Everest and is the highest mountain 
in North America. 

The extreme northern geographical 
location and high altitude accounts for Mt. 
McKinley regularly experiencing some of 
the severest weather on Earth: winds 
often exceed 80 mph and temperatures 
approach 100 degrees below zero. No 
month escapes these harsh conditions, 
particularly above 14,000 feet. 

The upper two-thirds of Mt. McKinley is 
covered with permanent snow fields 
which feed numerous glaciers. The 
mountain has wintery Arctic weather all 
year long. 

It is a long, tiring and difficult ascent. 
Members of The 1972 Denali (Mt. 
McKinley) Expedition, like many previous 
assaults, carried heavy packs (70-85 lbs. 
each) of equipment including short skis, 
were forced to dig and live in ice caves to 
survive the storms and wore Arctic 
expeditionary clothing to prevent 
freezing above 14,000 feet. 

The boot. 

The 1972 American Denali Expedition 

Camp at 17,300 feet. 

selected Raichle boots to keep their feet 
warm, dry and protected during the climb. 
The Raichle Nanga Parbat (the model 
they chose) is a special cold weather and 
winter mountaineering double boot for 
expeditionary use. 

The Raichle Nanga Parbat was also 
chosen by The 1973 American Dhaulagiri 
Expedition. This 4-month expedition of 20 
American climbers are attempting to 
reach the 26,795 foot summit of Dhaulagiri 
I in the Nepal Himalayas without oxygen. 

Mt. McKinley, Alaska: 20,320 feet of the 
most severe weather on Earth. 

Major expeditions equipped with 
Raichle boots. 

Many well-known expeditions to the far 
corners of the Earth have ascended the 
world's loftiest and most formidable peaks 
in Raichle boots. Here are a few, just for 
the record. 
1959 Swiss Andes Expedition 
1960 Spitzbergen Expedition 

Caucasus Expedition 
1961 Kilamandjaro Expedition 
1962 German/Swiss Pumo-Ri Expedition 
1963 Swiss/German Greenland Expedition 

South African Expedition 
1964 AAC Greenland Expedition 

Swiss Andes Expedition 
1965 German/Nepal/Himalaya Expedition 

Swiss Andes Expedition 
1966 Swiss Greenland Expedition 
1969 Watkins Mountain Expedition 

(Greenland) 
1970 Andes Expedition 

Cambridge Staundings Expedition 
to Greenland 

1971 Dhalagiri II Expedition 
Augsburger Andes Expedition 

1972 American Denali (Mt. McKinley) 
Expedition 

1973 American Dhaulagiri Expedition 

Raichle trail, hiking and 
climbing boots. 

In addition to mountaineering and 
expedition boots, Raichle also makes well 
known trail, hiking and climbing boots. 
After more than 60 years of making 
outstanding quality boots, Raichle of 
Switzerland knows its work well. Raichle 
constructs their boots on the finest 
American lasts to fit the comparatively 
wide ball and narrow heel of the American 
foot. Expensive Grade "A" leather is 
carefully selected, tested and used in all 
Raichle boots. 

Raichle's reputation rests on its long 
history of delivering a fine fit. No other 
boot maker offers every boot in true half-
sizes and either two or three widths. With 
soft pig skin leather lining and contour 
foam padding, to boot. 

The Raichle Wetterhorn is a heavy-duty 
(3.5 mm.) one-piece, flesh-out Russia 
(heifer) leather boot with high (25%) grease 
content. Close-trimmed Vibram® sole for 
precise edging on rock. With long steel 
shank, Norwegian welt, extra thick leather 
midsole and innersole, full grain leather 
lining and scree guard with high gusset. 

The Raichle Diableret is a top technical 
climbing boot for rock and ice. Extra 
heavy-duty (4.0 mm.) one-piece upper 
flesh-out Russia (heifer) leather, with high 
(25%) grease content, close-trimmed 
double Vibram® sole and long steel shank, 
thick leather midsole and innersole, full 
bellows (French) tongue, full grain leather 
lining and double roll scree guard. 

We want you to know what to look for in 
a hiking, climbing, trail and mountaineering 
boot. Because when you do, we know 
you'll want Raichle boots. Ask your dealer 
for a free copy of our new booklet, "Taking 
the Mystery out of Boots", or just write us. 

And if your mountaineering shop, club or 
organization would like to see the official 
film documentary of The 1972 American 
Denali (Mt. McKinley) Expedition, 
co-sponsored by Raichle, just drop us a 
note. 

The Raichle Diableret, Nanga Parbat 
and Wetterhorn. 

A7khi 
The best of Europe in America 

Raichle Molitor USA, Inc. 
200 Saw Mill River Road 
Hawthorne, New York 10532 

In Canada: 
Sports Specialties 
Montreal 
Province of Quebec 



karrimor, born and bred in England, 
tried and tested on the world's major 
climbs. Illustrated is the Alpiniste 
Model. 

The Don Whillans"Alpiniste' sac—
designed by a man whose name and 
exploits had gone down in legend long 

before the end of the '60's. Whillans was, and still is, renowned for 
his toughness and blunt Lancashire nature. His sac is made from good 
old fashioned orange cotton duck, full chrome leather straps and 
shoulder harness, and a contrasting black leather base; and it wears 
like 'ell. There's something very European about frameless climbing 
sacs — something that we do imperceptably, yet markedly better. 

Distributed by: Thos. Black & Sons Ltd. Mountain Paraphernalia 
930 Ford Street Box 4536 
Ogdensburg, New York Modesto, California 95352 

ONE OF THE 
INTERNATIONALS 
from karrimor Products Limited Avenue Parade Accrington Lancashire England 

The handiest piece 
of outdoor gear since the 

Swiss Army Knife. 
When it comes to being a super versatile 
piece of outdoor gear, the Swiss Army Knife 
has stood alone. 

Now, there's something to rival it—
the SPACE® blanket! 

The list of its uses is just 
about endless, but to give you 
some examples, it can be used as 
a windbreaker, rain cover, ground 
cloth, lean-to, distress signal, 
stadium blanket and hunting 
blind. 

It's all due to what the 
SPACE blanket is made of. 
A remarkable super-
insulation used to safeguard 

astronauts that's extremely rugged, pound 
for pound warmer than wool, waterproof, 

.• windproof and practically weightless. 
Over 32 square feet when opened, the 
SPACE blanket folds to fit into a case 

that slips easily in a knapsack 
or hunting jacket. Pick up a 
SPACE blanket in Sports-

man's version for maxi-
mum all-weather 

protection, or pocket-size 
Emergency version today. 

You never ANOTHER 

know when it 
might come 

in handy! 

The Indispensable:: SPACE blankets by Thermos 
Thermos Division. King-Seeley .437" Thermos Co.. Norwrch, Conn. 

IHERNDs. 

PRODUCT 
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CAMPERS, HIKERS, 
BACKPACKERS 
A wide selection of the finest 
equipment year-around! 

Write for our FREE 
Mountain and Camping 
Catalog M 

ULTIMATE EQUIPMENT WARKWORTH MORPETH NORTHUMBERLAND ENGLAND 

American Distributors: 

MOUNTAIN PARAPHERNALIA 

BOX 4536 

MODESTO, CALIFORNIA, U.S.A.95352 

dealer inquiries invited 

co-op 
wilderness 
supply 

 offering highest quality backpack- 

ing equipment at lowest prices possible. 

Send for free 48 page mail-order catalog. 

1432 University Avenue, Berkeley, Ca 

94702 

GIBBS 
ASCENDERS 

Each Ascender is tested 
to 1000 pounds. Its smooth 

rounded teeth produce 
little or no rope damage. 

Especially applicable to 
equipment haulage, group 

ascents, fixed rope and 
rescue operations. Operates 

on icy or muddy ropes. 

ASCENDERS with spring wire $7.25 
ASCENDERS with quick release pin $8.50 

include 250 postage per ascender / 500 airmail 

ROPE / SLING / CARABINERS 
20% DISCOUNT ON ORDERS 

of $65. OR MORE. 
SEND FOR A CATALOGUE TO: 

GIBBS PRODUCTS 
854 PADLEY STREET 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84108 
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KIEILTY 
twice the store 
it used to be. 

2 KELT( m,r,=,r STORES 

1801 VICTORY BLVD. 

GLENDALE, CA. 91201 

TELEPHONE 247-3110 

9020 TAMPA ST. 

NORTHRIDGE, CA. 91324 

TELEPHONE 993-0887 

STORE HOURS: 

MON., TUES., WED., FRI., 1000 TO 600 

THURS., 1000 TO 900 

SAT. 900 to 500 

EL.."1"11 
Offering the Best 

in Equipment. 

mountaineering 
specialists 

send for catalog 

THE SKI HUT 
department S 

1615 university ave., 
berkeley, ca. 94703 

BACKPACKER'S GUIDE & MAP POCKET 
For any make or model pack frame — affords 
easy access to maps, note and guide books, pens, and 
the vital trivia that normally overloads your pants pocket. 
Pocket fastens around shoulder straps of packframe with 
velcro tape and is secured with adjustable nylon webbing 
to the shoulder strap clevis pin at the frame cross bar. 
Orange 8 oz. coated nylon; 7" high; 5" wide; 1" deep; flap 
with velcro closure fits all packs. 
Cat. No. 238 Wt.: .25 lbs. Postpaid $6.80 

EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS - BACKPACKING, SKI TOURING, KAYAKS & CANOES 
Free Catalog from MOOR & MOUNTAIN Dept. 75 Main St. Concord, Mass. 01742 
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DYNAFLEX 
Lower impact strength 
Red/Blue 
11mm x 165' $4 

MAMMUT 
CLIMBING 

ROPE 

Free Catalog 
Dept. S 1525 11th Ave. 

Seattle, Wn., 98122 U.S.A. 
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omplete Mountain Shop 

Mountain Sports 
821 Pearl, Dept. Si 

Boulder, Colorado 80302 
Free Catalog 

TRAVEL - LIGHT * 
aluminum frame nowshoes 

SEND FOR DETAILS • 

BLACK FOREST ENTERPRISES 
P.O. BOX 1007 NEVADA CITY , CALIFORNIA 95959 

JENSEN, PACK 
The classic Don Jensen design is carefully 

constructed by Rivendell. Ingenious compart-

mentalization and contoured shape provide 

optimum comfort. Four lengths assure a perfect 

fit. Accept no imitations. 

Send for free mail order brochure. 

Box E, Snoqualmie, Wa. 98065, U.S.A. 
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When you purchase your alumi-
num-framed snowshoes you 
should be expecting to buy the 
very best. Your frames should 
represent a lifetime purchase. 
The lacing should be tough, light 
and durable — but also readily 
repairable when the long miles 
and years have left their mark. 

The binding should be a SHER-
PA. The SHERPA System* en-
ables those who enjoy the moun-
tains to walk above the limits 
imposed by conventional equip-
ment. 

SHERPA equipment is designed 
to be second to none in quality. 
We make rigorous demands on 
its performance and challenge 
you to do so too. Try out one of 
the five models of SHERPA/ 
TUBBS snowshoes now available 
at your dealer's. You and your 
family will like them. We gladly 
stand behind the products we 
manufacture. 

The climbers on the June 1973 
successful climb of Mt. Hubbard 
found the small FeatherweightTM 
model SHERPA/TUBBS snow-
shoes ideal for packing over sur-
face conditions of heavy mush 
as well as deep, fresh snow. 
They found size, traction and 
superior performance to be real 
plus factors. 

' PATENT PENDING 

6-tER,Pn 
tubbs 

SNOWSHOES 

SEND FOR YOUR FREE BROCHURE 
ON SHERPA QUALITY EQUIPMENT 
FOR SNOWSHOERS — INCLUDING 
THE NEW SHERPA/TUBBS SNOW-
SHOE LINE 
WRITE: VERMONT TUBBS, INC 

Dept. P 
18 Elm Street 
Wellingford, VT. 05773 

LLiq 
Dear Editor: 

The trek described in "Fiasco in 
Nepal" was planned to be the climax 
of a 15-month mountaineering trip in 
Asia and Africa. Instead it proved to 
be the least pleasant part of this ven-
ture. Elsewhere, for over a year, we 
had had excellent relations with our 
porters and local residents and found 
that our contact with them immeasur-
able enriched our mountain experience. 
We did not feel cheated, nor were any 
of our food or equipment stolen. Nepal 
was the sorry exception to this. 

I feel that our relatively unhappy 
experience in Nepal was largely due to  

the flood of affluent tourists threaten-
ing to swamp out the traditional Sherpa 
way of life. It is my hope that the ac-
count of the difficulties we encountered 
might balance the more usual idyllic 
accounts of travel in Nepal, and in 
some small way help to stem the tourist 
flood. 

I am sorry if this account was inter-
preted as an attack on the Sherpa 
people, and am pleased to see that so 
many Summit readers are eager to de-
fend this "simple, primitive people" 
against arrogance. 

Arlene Blum 
Seattle, Wash. 

Dear Editor: 
Your unsigned article on Yosemite 

Valley in the June issue deserves some 
comments. First I really wonder how 
laudable the climbing achievements of 
Henry Barber's two solo climbs are. 
Considering the recent spate of acci-
dents in the Valley, I would ask if the 
risks and gains are justified. 

The one part of the article I would 
like to take issue with however is the 
so-called clean ascents of the Nose. 
This spring Mead Hargis and I made 
the first clean attempt. Although we 
never completed the route as it was 
still a spring waterfall, we carried only 
ONE piton, which we used for cleaning. 

Information is still sketchy from the 
article as it makes no specific mention 
of the first four pitches up to Sickle 
Ledge. We climbed this clean except 
for fixed smashies which are often in 
the only nut placements. We continued 
to El Cap Tower. 

I personally think that it can still be 
done in better style carrying no pitons. 
Carrying pins makes it too easy to use 
them. My experience this past year in-
dicates that many overhangs can be 
climbed clean and I strongly suspect 
this will prove the case of the Great 
Roof. In general a good selection of 
Chouinard and Forrest nuts are ample 
for the route. 

David Jones 
Revelstoke, B.C. 

RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT 

Design and develop backpacking and re-
lated products. Growing company in the 
Rocky Mountains area offers a good op-
portunity for creative-engineering oriented 
person. We're looking for originality of 
ideas and concepts for all categories of 
backpacking products. Must have proven 
ability in the area of engineering and pro-
ducing the final product. 
Remuneration commensurate with back-
ground and ability. 
Reply: Mary Cook, 5450 No. Valley High-
way, Denver, Colo. 80216 
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Dear Editor: 
A rescue capstan and rope at the 

"14.5 kft." level on McKinley? I hope 
that Fred Camphausen's July-Aug. let-
ter on the subject was a put-on. Mc-
Kinley is already dangerous enough. 

The only reasonably safe mountain 
is one that commands the respect which 
is its due. I trust that the Yosemite 
experience has taught us that an adver-
tised increase of rescue capability only 
serves to encourage unprepared and 
incautious climbing that more than out-
distances the ability of rescuers to save 
lives. (Compare four deaths in three 
weeks as reported in the June Summit 
with the earlier record of only three 
climbing deaths in all Yosemite climb-
ing history up to 1966.) 

The false security of gadgetry on 
McKinley can only contribute to bad 
mountaineering judgments and an in-
creased death rate (as well as being 
aesthetically unsatisfying) . If we don't 
watch out, McKinley will become as 
dangerous (relative to how dangerous 
it "needs" to be) as the nose of El Cap. 

Ed Leeper 
Wallstreet, Colo. 

Dear Editor: 
I received a letter from a friend who 

is majoring in forestry at the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire. On the back of 
the envelope he had optimistically 
printed, "In Wilderness there is Hope." 

In my next letter to him I recipro-
cated with the somewhat more pessi-
mistic, yet possibly more realistic, "The 
Hope is not in Wilderness, but the 
Hope is that there always will be 
Wilderness." 

Stephen Michael Grochowski 
Quincy, Mass. 

Dear Editor: 
The old climber who regrets that his 

former climbing haunts are over-popu-
lated should receive little sympathy. 
He should move on to new frontiers. 
. .. they exist.. . if he can. Unfortu-
nately, in many cases, he cannot. That 
is why he complains. 

The present-day pioneer who dis-
covers a wonderful climbing area wants 
to share his experiences with others. 
He should do so guardedly unless he is 
willing to abandon the area and move 
on to other less known places. 

Those who manage mountain recrea-
tion areas, such as Hans Gmoser, 
should educate their customers to 
carry out their own garbage. If they 
remain silent and then carry out the 
garbage of their guests, they are them-
selves very good people. But they are 
not helping to create the tradition in 
those who will follow them. And in this 
they are negligent. 

We can attack the effect of the popu-
lation explosion upon mountaineering 
in several ways: 

By educating younger moun-
taineers to preserve, not litter. "Take 
out everything that you bring in." 

By educating older mountaineers 
not to whine or complain, but move on 
to lesser-known areas. 

By striking at the population 
explosion itself with the admonition to 
everyone to "have smaller families." 

Bob Beatty 
Boulder, Colorado 

Dear Editor: 
You have printed quite a bit con-

cerning the deterioration of the moun-
tains in recent years. As I see it, it 
boils down to excessive use (and 
abuse) ; or too many people in too 
limited an area. We need fewer users 
and/or more controlled use (the same 
as a wise rancher limits the stock on 
his range to its carrying capacity) . We  

could well use more wild lands near 
eastern population centers. 

Almost any land has several poten-
tial uses. Most potential users are 
ready to pay for the privilege. Money 
talks. 

I have a three-part proposal, which 
I submit here in outline form, which 
could help solve some of the problems 
if it had sufficient support to be work-
able. I would like to hear some dis-
cussion on this both to get other peo-
ple's reactions and to improve it. 

I propose a tax of 5-10% on the 
sale of items such as packframes, boots, 
down bags and garments, backpacking 
stoves, freeze-dried food, and some 
climbing hardware (such as cara-
biners) . Funds would go for acquisition 
and/or rehabilitation of land, mainly 
in eastern and central states, for recre-
ational purposes. Abandoned strip 
mined land is one example of such 
land. 

In areas where reservation systems 
are in effect (or needed) , I propose a 
fee, per person, per day for hiking/ 
climbing and/or camping. Probably 
less than $1.00 for hiking and $3.00 for 
camping. Funds would be used locally 
for administration and maintenance of 
the area. 

I propose a general license, similar 
to the "Golden Eagle" to allow use by 
people on foot or bicycle in any non-
reservation area. Funds would go to 
the states in proportion to their acre-
age of state and federal lands available 
for outdoor recreation. This will pos-
sibly spread us out a bit and help 
counter the "no tax base" argument 
residents use at every wilderness hear-
ing. These funds should probably be 
earmarked for education. 

I base these ideas on the success of 
hunting and fishing regulations. The 
parallels between game scarcity around 
the turn of the century and current 
scarcity of uncrowded land are strik-
ing. Surely we are as willing to spend 
some money and control our use to 
make sure there's hope for the future. 

Clarence E. "Doc" Ellis 
Moscow, Idaho 
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A caribou on the gravel bar of the Thoroughfare River. McKinley and the Alaska Range in the background. 

from page 21 

can be enjoyed in the adjacent foothills and the 
Outside Range. From the Outside Range the pano-
ramic view of the main range, twenty-thirty miles 
to the south, is spectacular. The thrill of sighting a 
caribou bull or a white Da11 ram on the skyline with 
the Alaska Range in the background is an un-
forgettable sight. 

With the completion of the new Anchorage-
Fairbanks Highway easy access is available to the 
park for the first time. The park road is closed to 
general private vehicle travel beyond the end of 
the pavement (mile 14) at the Savage River En-
trance Station. A free public transportation sys-
tems utilizing buses has been developed. Reasons 
for initiating the public transportation system was 
two-fold: 1) Heavy volumes of traffic over the 
graveled park road have adverse effects upon wild-
life and diminish an opportunity to view wild 
animals in their natural habitat. 2) Aesthetic 
values, such as, natural and pioneer ones would be 
lost, if the road were altered to accommodate a 
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large volume of traffic. The present park road leads 
west, paralleling the Alaska Range and north of it. 
The 87-mile long road is bound on the south by the 
Alaska Range and to the north by the Outside 
Range of 7000-foot mountains. The public trans-
portation system is designed to take visitors to 
prime scenic and wildlife areas where they may 
take time to enjoy the park. 

Hiking in McKinley Park is different in many 
respects from our other National Parks in the 
Lower 48. There are few to no trails in the park, 
walking is done on riverbeds, ridges, and benches. 

Silt-laden rivers roar from outlets at the base of 
glaciers. Snow- and ice-covered peaks at the river's 
source are eight and nine thousand-footers that 
rise from a 2000-foot high base. These glacial 
streams meander, depositing wide flat gravel bars. 
The rivers continuously change their course, shift-
ing against one bank then moving towards the 
other. They change their course almost daily. Most 
of their water, except during rain storms come 
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A camp on the tundra near Wolverine Creek. Mts. Foraker and McKinley in the background. The black ridge in 

the foreground is the silt-covered Muldrow Glacier. 

from glaciers and snowfields. As the day passes the 
glaciers discharge glacial melt and the streams rise. 
By evening an easy fiord of the morning becomes a 
swirling mass of silt and mud colored water, making 
crossing hazardous. 

As a result of the increased access and the avail-
ability of the free public transportation through 
the park, backcountry use has increased in spite of 
a lack of trails. Although direct limitation of back-
country users is not envisioned by the National 
Park Service for quite some time it is obvious that 
indirect controls (i.e. routing to unused areas, 
temporarily closing some locales to protect young 
wildlife and birds, and for safety purposes, etc.) 
had to be initiated and implemented. 

A backcountry use plan was initiated because 
there are and will continue to be greater pressure 
for increased use of the park, both in types of 
use and in quantity. 

Mount McKinley's backcountry has been de-
fined as those areas one-half mile away from and 
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beyond the road. No backcountry campsites have 
been designated, since there are virtually no trails 
to lead to them. The use of campfires are dis-
couraged for they burn-up scarce wood supplies 
and leave unsightly fire rings. 

Some adverse conditions that are faced by hikers 
and backpackers while trekking in the park are: 

Travel across tundra and tussock is difficult; 
river crossings can be hazardous, since there 
are no trail bridges. Mosquitoes are plentiful. 
There are no backcountry shelters. The best 
hiking routes are along river bars and on 
gravel ridges. Glacier and snowfield travel 
can be dangerous, hidden crevasses and thin 
snow bridges are common. 
Grizzly bears with cubs, and sometime moose 
with calves present special hazards. 
Rain is common and snow has been known to 
occur down to the 4000-foot level in every 
month of the year. Very little burnable fire-
wood is available. 
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FRIENDS IN HIGH PLACES 

RR YOSEMITE 
Technical Direction — 

Royal Robbins 

A sturdy rock shoe 
with cleated sole. For 
jamming and edging, 
boulders and big walls. 

PA VARAPPE 
Technical Direction 

Pierre Al/amn 

A supple, smooth-soled 
rock shoe for sandstone 
and rough granite. Canvas 
upper reinforced with 
leather. 

RD VARAPPE 
Technical Direction — 

Rene'Desmaison 

Flex and sole like the PA, but with 
a narrow toe for fine edging. 
All-leather upper. 

Ba ibier% 

Manufactured by: U.S. Distributor: 

Richard Pontvert S.A. Mountain Paraphernalia 
38 Iseaux, France Box 4536, Modesto, Calif. 95352 
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Looking up the Toklot River toward unnamed peaks. SUMMIT PHOTO 

A backcountry use booklet "Hiking in Mount 
McKinley" is available to all visitors. This free 
brochure outlines in detail guidelines for the 
proper and safe use of the backcountry. It explains 
any restrictions and tries to assist the visitor in a 
variety of ways. 

A backcountry use permit is issued to the hiker 
or backpacker as soon as he arrives at the park. The 
Riley Creek Visitor Orientation Center, located at 
the entrance of the park, is the main issuing sta-
tion. Up-to-date information on current weather, 
use and accessibility can be obtained there. 

To maintain pristine conditions and to head off 
inappropriate use the following regulations were 
initiated: 
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No pets are allowed in the backcountry (i.e. 
off the roadway and/or away from visitor 
development areas) . 
No cans or bottles of the non-reusable type 
will be allowed in the backcountry. 
Fires and collection of wood are to be dis-
couraged. 
Party size will eventually be limited in num-
ber per group. 

Going beyond the edge of the road is to discover 
Mount McKinley National Park. There is some-
thing for everyone — regardless of age, ability or 
motives. Hiking, backpacking, and climbing en-
ables a person to discover the areas beyond the 
road, its topography, wildlife, vegetation and 
wilderness secrets that are only revealed to one 
who treks there. 
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Twenty cents a word. Enclose payment. 

ODDS & ENDS *Mountaineering 
Forrest 

Equipment for Climbers 
Send for Catalog: New Address 

5050-M Fox St., Denver, Colo. 80216 
(303)  222-6164 

DAWSON'S BOOK SHOP 
Sierra Club publications, mountains, moun-
taineering, deserts, history of California 
and the West—plus many other special-
ities. New, used and rare. Libraries pur-
chased. Monday-Saturday 9 to 5:30. 

535 North Larchmont Blvd. 
Los Angeles, California 90004 

Phone 469-2186 

NAME 

STREET  •  

We add PREMIUM GRADE DOWN to your 

sleeping bag. Send in $16.00 for 1 lb. fill 

and labor, $22.00 for 11/2  lbs. We also in-

stall heavy duty nylon coil zippers. Full 

length zipper, $12.00. Half zippers, $8.00. 

Mail your bag to WEST RIDGE: Dept. GNL, 
11930 W. Olympic Blvd., W. Los Angeles, 

Calif. 90064. Include postage: West of 

Miss., $1.25; East of Miss., $2.00. 

COMPLETE REPAIRS & CUSTOM WORK. 

Zippers replaced, sleeping bags, tents, 

jackets, packs repaired: High quality cus-

tom work. Many standard items — Seconds 

and samples cheap. Call or write for 

prices: WILDERNESS EXPERIENCE, 9408 

Irondale, Chatsworth, California 91311. 

(213) 882-5514. 

Your boots MY SOLE CONCERN. Niall 

McGinnis, Mountain Boot Repair, P.O. 94, 

Ketchum, ID. 88340. Mail orders invited. 

RAINIER MOUNTAINEERING INCOR-

PORATED —the most complete snow and 

ice climbing school in the United States 

offers climbing seminars and summit 

climbs. For brochure write to: RMI, 201 

St. Helens, Tacoma, Washington 98402. 

ALASKA — 20,320-foot Mt. McKinley Ex-

peditions 1974! Taking applications now 

for climbs to North America's highest peak 
— also for Wilderness Survival and Leader-

ship Course. 

We offer treks and climbs for individuals 

and groups — anywhere, anytime! Write: 

GENET EXPEDITIONS, Talkeetna, Alaska 

99676. Phone: (907) 733-2328. 

CANADA'S winter white wilderness. Ski 

touring, snowshoeing, ski and winter 

mountaineering in the Canadian Alps. Day, 

week-long, or extended sessions. NORTH-

ERN LIGHTS ALPINE RECREATION, 

Arnor Larson, No. 731, Invermere, B.C. 

Canada. 

HIKING VENEZUELA ANDES spring and 

fall 1974. Will consider companion(s) 

sharing cost. Most equipment already here. 

Drop note for further information to Forest 

Leighty, Creole Petroleum, Apartado 889, 
Caracas, Venezuela. 

LIGHTWEIGHT equipment for backpack-

ing, mountaineering, camping, canoeing. 
Down sleeping bags, tents, boots, food. 

Complete line of Cross-country and Tour-
ing Skis. Free catalog. Moor & Mountain, 

Dept. 19, 67 Main St., Concord, Mass. 01742. 
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The book for hikers, 
climbers and lovers 
of mountains . . . 
The South Cascades—a favorite mountain area—
are featured in "Cascade Alpine Guide:' with climbing, 
high routes on every peak from the Columbia River 
to Stevens Pass. Valuable data on Cascade geology, 
geography, approach roads, cross-country routes. 
100 pages of maps, sketches, photos with route 
over-prints. By Fred Beckey, Cascade explorer for 
over 36 years. 354 pp, $9.95. (21f shipping) 
Wash, residents add sales tax 

THE MOUNTAINEERS 
P.O. Box 122 
Seattle, Wa. 98111 
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THE GREAT PACIFIC IRON WORKS 
manufacturers of Chou/nerd equipment 

our summer supplement describes 

new line of software items 

P. 0. Box 150, Ventura, California 93001 


